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Auction

The accountant has spoken and owners have been instructed to sell the property this financial year.  A holiday home for

the owners the past 2 years, circumstances have dictated that the property be moved on.Escape to paradise with this

stunning 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom property nestled in a serene holiday complex with breathtaking sea views. Perfectly

positioned to capture the essence of coastal living, this gem offers the ultimate blend of luxury, comfort, and relaxation. 

Over looking the Coral Sea and Port of Airlie Marina, the unit offers view to Hayman Island from the large all weather

deck. Features Include:- Two spacious bedrooms, each offering a tranquil retreat for rest and rejuvenation.  Enjoy the

stunning vista of the Coral Sea while laying in bed.- Two modern bathrooms, including a lavish spa bath in the ensuite for

indulgent relaxation after a day of tropical adventures.- Expansive deck, ideal for soaking up the sun, enjoying alfresco

dining, or simply unwinding while taking in the panoramic ocean vistas.- Immaculate condition throughout, ensuring a

hassle-free move-in experience and years of enjoyment.- Sold furnished, allowing you to start living your holiday dreams

immediately without the stress of furnishing your new oasis. Located within a sought-after holiday complex, Wyndham

Resort offers residents access to a range of premium amenities, including sparkling swimming pool, pool side cabana,

restaurant and bar, lush tropical gardens, and all within walking distance to pristine New Beach, charming cafes,  and

vibrant local attractions.Whether you're seeking a permanent coastal residence, a lucrative investment opportunity, or a

luxurious holiday getaway, this property ticks all the boxes. Don't miss your chance to own a slice of paradise!With the

ability to use the unit for yourself, family and friends, to rent to holiday makers or occupy as your own the option is yours. 

This property IS NOT a time share style and ownership is freehold within the complex.  With owners genuinely wanting to

sell this financial year this is your opportunity to secure your Whitsunday Holiday Home.Contact Kyle Davey today to

arrange a private viewing and start living the coastal lifestyle you've always dreamed of. Paradise awaits!Due to the

property currently in operation as a holiday let property inspections are subject to availability.This property is being sold

by auction or without a price and therefore a price guide can not be provided. The website may have filtered the property

into a price bracket for website functionality purposes.As per legislation governed by the 2014 Property Occupations Act,

we cannot disclose any price expectations for sales via public auction in Queensland.


